Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) Level Sensor

- **HD EXCLUSIVE**
  - Monitors DEF fluid levels and temperature
  - Complete assembly features integrated heater tubes and temperature sensor
  - Comes ready to install and requires no programming
  - Sensor O-ring included for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Contaminated DEF fluid, environmental conditions results in inaccurate or faulty DEF level indicator and illumination of the check engine light

**OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **904-7914**
  - OE Numbers: 8981685623, 8981703830

**Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Sensors**

- **904-7636**
  - Kenworth 2016-11, Peterbilt 2016-08
  - OE Numbers: 1840460, 1840460PE

**OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **924-5126**
  - Kenworth W900 2018-81
  - OE Numbers: K218850, R391137

**Door Sill Plate**

- **HD EXCLUSIVE**
  - Protects window and door from water and debris intrusion
  - Matches the fit and appearance of the original equipment door sill
  - Easy to install - no special tools required to install this door sill

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original sill plate wears over time, resulting in water and debris getting into door

- **OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **42824**
  - Freightliner M2 2016-15, Freightliner M2 106 2016-14, Freightliner M2 112 2016-14
  - OE Numbers: A2272009000

**Windshield Wiper Arms**

- **HD EXCLUSIVE**
  - Connects the wiper transmission to the windshield wiper blade
  - Long-lasting enamel paint prevents flaking, peeling and fading
  - High-tensile strength spring rate maintains proper wiper blade to glass contact
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Failure results in wiper arm not functioning properly and the inability to clear windshield

- **OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **42824**
  - Freightliner M2 2016-15, Freightliner M2 106 2016-14, Freightliner M2 112 2016-14
  - OE Numbers: A2272009000

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

- **602-5407**: Kenworth W900 2006-00
- **602-5410**: Kenworth CS00 2007-05, Kenworth W900 2004-00
- **602-5414**: Mack RD 2004-89
Diesel Particulate Filter Hardware Kits
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Complete kit includes necessary gasket and clamp required for a complete repair solution
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust or corrosion results in exhaust leak or trouble code displayed

674-9047
Cummins ISX/ISC 2019-14
OE Numbers: 2880213, 2880215

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Inlet Pipe Gasket

674-9017
Cummins ISX/ISC 2019-14
OE Numbers: 2880215

Exhaust Manifolds
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

HD EXCLUSIVE
- Precision-engineered to match the fit and function of the original manifold
- Includes all necessary gaskets and downpipe hardware for a complete repair solution
- Durable materials resist warping, cracking and leaking for long-lasting performance

FAILURE MODE:
- Cracks, corrosion and warpage results in exhaust leaks noise and smell

674-5013
Chevrolet 2002-01, GMC 2002-01
OE Numbers: 12557283

Camshaft Position Sensor
LINE EXTENSION

- Reads speed of the camshaft
- Sensor electronics sealed to resist fluid damage and corrosion
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Broken connector, burned out internal electronics results in illumination of the check engine light

904-7143
Cummins ISM/In/M11 2004-93
OE Numbers: 2872362

Engine Valve Cover
LINE EXTENSION

HD EXCLUSIVE
- Protects cylinder head components and seals oil flow
- Made of cast aluminum for a long service life
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Original cover fails due to rust, cracks, leaks and warpage

264-5119
Caterpillar 3116 2004-98
OE Numbers: 1291131

Engine Oil Pressure Sensors
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Monitors vehicle oil pressure for proper engine performance
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- The O-ring and plastic connector degrades over time from exposure to extreme temperatures

904-7457
Mack E7 2005-00
OE Numbers: 20706315, 64MT2114, 64MT286

Engine Oil Pressure Sensors
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Complete kit includes necessary gasket and clamp required for a complete repair solution
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust or corrosion results in exhaust leak or trouble code displayed

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Inlet Pipe Gasket

674-9017
Cummins ISX/ISC 2019-14
OE Numbers: 2880215

EGR Gasket Set
LINE EXTENSION

HD EXCLUSIVE
- Gasket and hardware kit for the EGR cooler
- Includes all required gaskets and hardware to repair the EGR cooler
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Heat, vibration and leaks from EGR cooler

904-9410
International 2015-11
OE Numbers: 1017751R5, 2512163C92, 3007667C91, 5010696R94, 7092735C93, 7092735C94
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